We report on the use of synthetic single-crystal diamonds for high purity x-ray polarimetry to improve the polarization purity of present-day x-ray polarimeters. The polarimeter setup consists of a polarizer and an analyzer, each based on two parallel diamond crystals used at a Bragg angle close to 45
We report on the use of synthetic single-crystal diamonds for high purity x-ray polarimetry to improve the polarization purity of present-day x-ray polarimeters. The polarimeter setup consists of a polarizer and an analyzer, each based on two parallel diamond crystals used at a Bragg angle close to 45
• . The experiment was performed using one (400) Bragg reflection on each diamond crystal and synchrotron undulator radiation at an x-ray energy of 9838.75 eV. A polarization purity of 8.9×10
−10 was measured at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), which is the best value reported for two-reflection polarizer/analyzer setups. This result is encouraging and a first step to improve the resolution of x-ray polarimeters further by using diamond crystal polarizers and analyzers with four or six consecutive reflections.
The polarization rotation of light in a sucrose solution was one of the first applications of polarized light and is still one of the most famous experiments in optics, revealing the chirality of complex molecules. Today there are many applications based on polarization effects close to the visible regime of light, like ellipsometry in solid state physics, fluorescence polarization in chemistry or scanning laser polarimetry in medicine. In the x-ray regime, applications based on polarization effects are becoming increasingly significant and make use of the high degree of polarization provided by synchrotron or free-electron laser (FEL) sources. [1] [2] [3] One prominent example is x-ray magnetic circular dichroism. 4 More recently, the development of high-performance x-ray polarizers for crossed polarizer/analyzer setups expanded the applications of nuclear resonant scattering 5 and even enabled the detection of optical activity of sugar at a photon energy of 12.9 keV. 6 In order to detect such polarization effects in the x-ray range, appropriate instruments with high angular resolution near the extinction position are essential. Further improvements of x-ray polarizers will likely yield new physical insights and open up experiments like the detection of vacuum birefringence, [7] [8] [9] or the detection of huge magnetic fields (∼ 10 3 ...10 4 Tesla) in solid-density plasmas via Faraday rotation at 10 keV x-ray energies. In the first decades after the discovery of polarized x-rays by Charles Barkla in 1903,
10 not too many applications were found for x-ray polarimetry. The brilliant x-ray synchrotron sources gave rise to the development of xray polarizers and analyzers by Hart et al. and Hrdý et al. in the seventies of the last century.
11,12 Highly linear polarized radiation can be produced, if the Bragg a) Electronic mail: hendrik.bernhardt@uni-jena.de angle is close to the Brewster angle which is very close to 45
• for x-rays. In this case, the integrated reflectivity (R π ) of the polarization state parallel to the diffraction plane (π-polarization state) equals zero whereas the integrated reflectivity (R σ ) of the polarization state perpendicular to the diffraction plane (σ-polarization state) remains nearly unchanged, resulting in a suppression of the π-polarization. This is described by dynamical theory of diffraction, from which we can derive the relation R π cos(2θ). The intensity ratio I π /I σ of a x-ray beam is called polarization purity and is influenced by the ratio R π /R σ of the used crystal polarizers. In addition, high reflectivity is achieved within the total reflection range of a single crystal rocking curve. To achieve maximum polarization purity, for any given family of lattice planes, the wavelength of the x-rays has to be tuned until a Bragg angle of 45.00
• is reached. The reachable polarization purity can be further improved by using several successive Bragg reflections between the walls of a groove cut in a perfect crystal, which is called channel-cut. This is analogous to the approach in optics, where light can be very well polarized by multiple transmission through a pile of glass plates, even though each plate is only a partial polarizer.
13 By applying this method, Marx et al. measured polarization purities of (2.4±0.9)×10 −10 and (5.7±2.1)×10 −10 at photon energies of 6457 eV and 12914 eV.
6 Those values were achieved with two silicon channel-cut crystals, each containing six consecutive (400) or (800) Bragg reflections, respectively. In order to detect very weak polarization effects, like a birefringence smaller than 10 −12 induced in a quantum vacuum by high electromagnetic fields, 9 an improvement of the polarization purity as compared to the existing results is essential. In the following, we present evidence that a higher polarization purity can be reached with perfect diamond crystals. • symmetric Bragg scattering geometry as a function of the angle of incidence θ, according to dynamical theory calculations.
14 Solid line: the (400) Bragg reflection in diamond for EH =9831 eV. Dashed line: the (400) Bragg reflection in silicon for EH =6457 eV, as used by Marx et al.
Diamond offers a set of unique physical properties which are quite interesting for X-ray science, e.g. low x-ray absorption, high thermal conductivity and high xray reflectivity. 15 Due to the production of artificial diamonds with reasonable good quality, diamond has become very attractive for use as monochromator crystals in high power density beamlines 16, 17 , as material for phase plates 18, 19 , beam splitters 20 and as self-seeding crystals in FEL technology.
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In addition, diamond has properties that enable a further improvement of the polarization purity and eventually the resolution of the polarimeter setup. The reachable polarization purity is limited due to multiple-beam cases, where more than two reciprocal lattice points lie in the vicinity of the Ewald sphere.
5 As a consequence, the incident beam excites a secondary reflection in addition to the desired primary one. If this secondary reflection is diffracted in the direction of the desired primary beam path (via Umweganregung) a degradation of the polarization purity may result. The influence of multiple-beam cases can be reduced by an optimization of the crystal azimuth. To this end, the diffracting crystal is rotated around the reciprocal lattice vector to a region where possible secondary reflections are sufficiently far away. However, there is still a weak contribution from the tails of multiple reflections. The intensity of these contributions is proportional to Z 4 , where Z is the atomic number. 22 That means the intensity of multiple reflections could be up to 30 times smaller in diamond as compared to silicon. Another advantage of diamond is its high Bragg reflectivity which was remarkable demonstrated by Shvydkoet al.. For comparison Figure 1 shows the reflectivity curves of diamond (solid line) and silicon (dashed line) of the (400) Bragg reflection for θ B = 45
• according to the dynamical theory of diffraction. Due to the smaller lattice parameter and smaller structure factor of diamond as well as the resulting higher photon energy, the integrated reflectivity of diamond is much smaller as compared to silicon. On the other hand the peak reflectivity of diamond is nearly 100% for perfect crystals, which is important for a channel-cut crystal where the intensity is reflected several times. All these advantages come with a number of severe drawbacks, as poor crystal quality and difficulty to get, especially large diamonds. In the past, high-temperature high-pressure diamonds were synthesized, providing high crystal quality and good applicability in x-ray optics as mentioned above. 23 These diamonds are very expensive and rare due to individual production and the complicated growth procedure. In recent years, it was reported that diamond crystals of large size and good quality could be synthesized by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) with reasonable effort. [24] [25] [26] [27] Single crystal diamonds with sizes up to 8 × 8 × 1.2 mm 3 are commercially available.
The real structure of CVD diamond crystals used in the present experiment was examined by visible light polarization analysis and x-ray topography. Both methods provide similar space-resolved information on crystal imperfections induced by strain which could reduce the quality of x-ray diffracted waves and degrade the polarization state of the radiation. Topographs show that the crystals used provide a relatively large central area of about 6 × 6 mm 2 where the Bragg reflection is homogeneous. Diffraction contrasts at the crystal borders show that strain is strongly increased at the outer crystal volume which should therefore not be used for Bragg reflection. Rocking curve measurements show that the measured rocking curve is broadened by 0.4 arcsec as compared to the theoretical predictions for a perfect crystal. This corresponds to a broadening of the diffracted energy width of ∆E/E = 2 × 10 −6 and thus will not decrease the polarization purity.
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In the absence of large and perfect diamond crystals, it is not possible to manufacture a monolithic diamond channel-cut crystal. Thus, we used a special technique to realize the channel-cut geometry with two separate crystals. The scheme is known as a quasi channel-cut (QCC) and similar to the tuneable x-ray polarizer reported in Ref. 29 . The QCC holder (Fig. 2 (a) ) consists of two arms (2 & 3) with one CVD diamond crystal (1) mounted on each arm. The first crystal is fixed such that only an azimuthal rotation is possible (4) whereas the second crystal is attached to a mirror mount (5) allowing to tilt it such that it is parallel to the first crystal. With a feedback system consisting of a piezo element (6) and a capacitive sensor (7), the two arms of the QCC holder can be tilted in the diffraction plane like the two arms of a clothespin with subarcseconds precision. Thermal drifts tilting the crystals with respect to each other can be compensated with this closed-loop system. In order to minimize thermal expansion, most parts of the holder are made of invar steel. The entire QCC holder is mounted on a goniometer with 2-circle segments and x-y-translation stages. These devices enable a precise adjustment of the Bragg angle as well as the tilt and azimuth of the QCC with respect to the beam such that rocking curves can be recorded. One QCC serves as polarizer and the other as analyzer. The analyzer is equipped with an additional goniometer to rotate it around the incoming beam. The full-step resolution of the goniometers and circle segments (tilt, azimuth) are 0.9 and 30 arcseconds, respectively. A scheme of the x-ray polarimeter setup is shown in Fig. 2 (b) . For a detailed description see Ref. 28 . Our measurement of polarization purity has been carried out at the Techniques and Instrumentation Test beam line (ID06) of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble. The synchrotron was operating in the 7/8 + 1 filling mode at a storage ring current of initially 200 mA. The beam size was x ver = 1 mm and x hor = 3 mm. The undulator radiation was monochromatized by a double-crystal Si (111) high-heat load monochromator which leads to an energy bandwidth smaller than 1.5 eV. In order to reduce higher harmonics in the beam which could excite additional multiple-beam cases, the pitch of one of the monochromator crystals was slightly detuned relative to the other one. Before the main experiment, the energy of the high-heat load monochromator was calibrated at the L 3 absorption edge of tantalum at 9881 eV. To select the optimum working energy, one of the diamonds was aligned with its edge (011-surface) in normal incidence to the x-ray beam (indicated in Fig. 2 (c) ). The transmitted intensity of the (044) lattice plane was measured in Bragg geometry by rocking the crystal 0.5
• around the normal incidence position. Due to the Borrmann effect, Bragg reflections of different lattice planes were observed in the transmission scan. The scan was repeated for several photon energies of the undulator radiation until the transmitted intensity of all Bragg reflections was superposed in one peak and a Bragg angle of 90.00
• was reached for the (044) lattice plane. The resulting photon energy was 9835 eV. As a consequence of the symmetry of the diamond crystal structure, this is the same photon energy at which the (400) Bragg reflection occurs at an angle of 45.00
• . As described above, a pair of diamond QCC's has been used for the polarization purity measurement. Each quasi channel-cut contains two consecutive diamond (400) Bragg reflections. In order to optimize the extinction of the polarizer-analyzer setup, we slightly tuned the photon energy with the analyzer polarimeter in extinction position. We have found the highest extinction ratio at a photon energy of 9838.75 eV, i.e. 3.75 eV above the value obtained by superposing all Bragg reflections, which we interpret as a uncertainty in the energy prealignment.
The polarization purity measurement, shown in Fig. 3  (a) , was performed by rotating the analyzer QCC around the beam diffracted by the polarizer QCC. In each position, the rocking curve was measured by rocking the analyzer around the Bragg angle, while the polarizer remains at maximum Bragg reflectivity. The corresponding rocking curves normalized to the photon flux in front of the analyzer are plotted in Fig. 3 (b) . At the position of crossed polarizer and analyzer (η = 90
• ), a reflected intensity of 5 counts per second (cps) was measured at the maximum of the rocking curve with a background of 1 cps. The rocking curve maximum in parallel polarizer and analyzer position (η = 0
• ) corresponds to 1.7 × 10 10 cps. In addition, it can be seen that the width of the rocking curves increases from 2.4 arcsec to 10 arcsec as the angle η increases from 0
• to 90
• . This can be explained by the fact that the analyzer is leaving the dispersion plane of the polarizer when rotating around the η axis. 30 With polarizer and analyzer in crossed position, the rocking curve will be spectrally and angularly broadened due to the horizontal divergence of the photon beam. Each data point in Fig. 3 (a) shows the integrated intensity of the rocking curve in the particular analyzer position η normalized to the integrated intensity of the rocking curve in the parallel direction (analyzer position η = 0
• ). In order to cope with the vastly different photon count rates (ten orders of magnitude) as a function of η, two different detectors were used. For 0
• ≤ η ≤ 87.77
• a photodiode and for 87.77
• ≤ η ≤ 90.00
• an avalanche photodiode was used. We have achieved a polarization purity of (8.9 ± 1.8) × 10 −10 . The error is estimated to be 20% considering the error-prone contributions such as inhomogeneities of the detectors used, the matching of the photodiode and avalanche photodiode at η = 87.77
• , drifts in the Bragg position of the crystals -which was minimized by checking the reflectivity of each crystal before each rocking curve measurement -and the accuracy of the energy adjustment. The measured polarization purity of 8.9 × 10 −10 is the best value reported for two-reflection polarizer/analyzer setups, which justifies the approach to improve the polarization purity by using diamond crystals instead of silicon or germanium. In the field of high purity x-ray polarimetry, properties of the source like beam divergence, the amount of higher harmonics and the energy bandwidth of the used radiation as well as Umweganregungen and the quality of the used crystals play an important role. As we mentioned at the begin- ning, the integrated reflectivity for the π-polarization state R π is proportional to cos(2θ) or cos N (2θ) for a channel-cut crystal with N reflections, respectively. The beam divergence, energy bandwidth and the rocking curve broadening due to crystal imperfection can be considered as a deviation from the ideal Bragg angle of 45.00
• . By using these limits, one can estimate the polarization purity for the case of two consecutive Bragg reflections (N = 2). In addition, we can calculate a limit of the polarization purity due to Umweganregung from the first and third harmonic of the undulator by using an algorithm described by Stetsko and Chang et al..
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The major limits are summarized in Table I.  At a 3 rd generation synchrotron source, the polarization purity is mainly limited by the source divergence, which was more than 10 µrad in our experiment and has a stronger influence than crystal imperfections. With a divergence of 1 µrad at a 4 rd generation synchrotron source and perfect crystals, the energy bandwidth, will limit the polarization purity to 2 × 10 −11 . If the third harmonic of the undulator is suppressed at least by a factor of 4 × 10 −6 , Umweganregungen will contribute 8 × 10 −12 . The influence of the beam divergence will be strongly reduced when four or six Bragg reflections are used instead of only two.
In conclusion, we have realized and tested a quasi channel-cut polarimeter with two reflections on diamond crystals. A polarization purity of (8.9 ± 1.8) × 10 −10 was achieved, i.e. a value very close to the record value previously set in using silicon channel-cuts, however with six reflections. The use of diamonds' makes wavelengths available to precision x-ray polarimetry that could not be addressed so far and, in particular, holds promise to even higher polarization purities if more reflections are used.
